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An Evolving Gang Model in Contemporary Scotland  
Robert McLean, Interdisciplinary Research Unit on Crime, Policing and Social Justice, School 
of Education, University West of Scotland, Ayr campus, KA8 0SX, UK. 








Young street gangs (YSGs) in Scotland are considered recreational youth outfits bound up in 
issues of territoriality and protest masculinities. While YSGs occasionally engage in 
territorial violence they are nonetheless viewed as distinct entities from organised crime 
(OC). However, following qualitative interviews (n=35) with offenders involved in OC, 
namely illegal drug supply, the author concludes otherwise and presents evidence which 
suggests YSGs retain evolving capabilities. The author presents an evolving gang model in 
which the key sequential stages are outlined as recreational, criminal, and syndicate and 





Revisiting The British Gangs 
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Within the academic literature British gangs have traditionally been considered distinct from 
those found in North American. Rather than being presented as organised, structured, and 
involved in crime-for-profit activities British scholars instead emphasizes their own unique 
sub-cultures (Campbell and Muncer 1989; Downes 1966). Yet over the past decades or so, 
there has been a growth in fearful perceptions that US style gangs are extrapolating onto UK 
soil and proliferating across the country (Hallsworth and Brotherton 2011). This gang 
discourse has been brought about by complex processes apropos to cultural, economic and 
political globalisation (Pitts, 2008). Likewise, much of this gang revisiting has been 
enshrined in a gang talking discourse, primarily driven by the political establishment, mass 
media, and law enforcement as opposed to criminologists and sociologists (Hallsworth and 
Young 2008). This discourse is perhaps best epitomised by the response of the UK 
government to the 2011 summer riots, following which the Prime Minister, David Cameron, 
declared war against Britain’s growing gang culture. This was promptly followed by the 
HM Government (2011) report ‘Ending Gang and Youth Violence’, which portrayed the urban 
gang as organised, inherently criminal, and corrosive to wider youth culture. Gang members 
were predominantly presented as young ethnic males from poor households adhering to 
countercultural values. In addition, cultural heritage was quickly affiliated with the 
corruption of indigenous white suburbia (Hallsworth and Brotherton 2011). The response of 
the British State has been to draw upon the US zero tolerance approach in order to curb 
gang activity. Needless to say this punitive approach sought to supress the gang as opposed 
to addressing those social and economic conditions which it may emanate from, if at all.  
 
However, British academics have approached the gang revisiting with a considerably 
greater degree of caution than their political counterparts. The academic community has 
essentially dichotomized over the debate (Densley 2012): while some believe that UK gangs 
are increasingly adopting and replicating US gang models (Bennet and Holloway 2004; 
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Bullock and Tilley 2003; Densley 2012; Harding 2014; Pitts 2012), others are more sceptical. 
This does not mean they necessarily outright deny the existence of such groupings but 
rather believe them to be very much the exception instead of the rule (Aldridge et al. 2008; 
Hallsworth 2014; Hallsworth and Young 2008). Regardless, while the gang revisiting has 
been gathering momentum in an Anglo-Welsh context, where academics seek to establish 
whether or not gangs really are organising as a means for gang business, this has not been 
the case in Scotland. Rather in Scotland, the outcome of the debate has already been largely 
decided by a number of complex reasons which have resulted in the predetermined belief 
that urban street gangs are distinct from organised crime (OC). A combination of factors 
captured within assumed gang history has led to the overly fixative gaze being placed upon 
young urban street gangs situated within the recreational stage of development. The author 
coins these urban street gangs under the umbrella terms Young Street Gangs (YSG) in order 
to summarize their description.  
 
Much, if not all, contemporary gang research in Scotland is focused upon such recreational 
groupings. While this research is vital for understanding many aspects of youth delinquency 
in context, such as territorial violence, knife crime, and protest masculinities, this fixation 
has nonetheless proved detrimental to the identification of potential gang evolution. Scottish 
gang literature has essentially failed to identify potential gang evolution away from the 
recreational and towards the criminal. This article aims to bring the Scottish gang revisiting 
back into focus by moving beyond the recreational gang and outlining gang organisation as 
a means to gang business. In order to do so the article will first review contemporary 
Scottish gang literature to outline the foundations from which those processes incorporated 
into assumed gang history can be highlighted and discussed. The article will then outline the 
methodology used in the research, before presenting research findings in the form of two 
key themes titled gang organisation and gang business. These themes emerged from the 
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research data following thematic analysis of data. These sections will outline the way in 
which gangs organise in response to natural maturity, external threats, and social pressures, 
and also how gangs conduct business primarily in the form of drug dealing proper. A 
discussion will then ensue in which the author will summarise findings and present an 
evolving gang model to account for Scotland’s contemporary gang.  
 
An Academic Revisiting of Scotland’s Gang  
While the UK Government acknowledges that residential areas found to be high in street 
gang activity are typically likewise found to be high in OC activity, in Scotland no such link 
is recognised, nor have attempts have been made to establish such correlations (National 
Crime Agency [NCA] 2013). This is particularly surprising given that Scotland’s largest city, 
Glasgow, has more gangs than London, and also retains 70% of OC within Scotland, 65% of 
which is directly related to drug dealing (Scottish Government 2015; Violence Reduction 
Unit [VRU] 2011). Instead YSGs and those individuals involved in OC remain distinct and 
independently unrelated entities. The VRU, 2011, report ‘Glasgow’s community initiative to 
reduce violence’ argues that YSGs are “distinct from organised crime” (VRU 2011;7). In Scotland, 
groups or individuals involved in such behaviour are rendered to the sphere of OC. This is 
exemplified by Police Scotland’s serious and organised crime criteria which states organised 
crime to “a) involve more than one person, b) is organised, meaning that it involves control, 
planning and use of specialist resources, c) causes, or has the potential to cause, significant harm, and 
d) involves benefit to the individuals concerned, particularly financial gain” (Scottish Government 
2015:6). Criminal activity carried out in the group and seeking financial gain is deemed to be 
a Serious Organised Crime Group (SOCG). Ultimately, despite retaining many SOCG 
characteristics and often comprising of individuals which Farrington et al. (2009) would 
term persistent offenders - that is life long career criminals whom offend from a young age - 
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the YSG is not recognised as having the capacity to become involved in, or evolve towards, 
such behaviour. Nor is there any correlation thought to exist between YSG members and 
those involved in OC. This view remains even though gang members across the board have 
generally been found to commit disproportionate levels of crime (Bullock and Tilley 2003; 
Thornberry et al. 2003).  
 
Being a gang situated within what Densley (2012) would coin the recreational stage, YSGs are 
overly concerned with issues of territoriality and visible displays of protest masculinities as 
a way to obtain what Anderson (1999:34) terms ‘street credit’. These factors steer YSGs 
behaviour. This is primarily due to YSG members being too young and developmentally 
immature to successfully earn, or participate in earning, economic capital through criminal 
venture (VRU 2011). As a consequence, status is achieved through the display of protest 
masculinities within peer groupings which consist of a small number of persistent offenders, 
which the author terms core members, and a larger loose association of individuals whom 
drift in an out of affiliation, often to break mundane lifestyles in deprived communities 
(Matza 1964). The author terms the latter the outer layer. While contemporary academic 
literature regarding Scottish gangs does not directly outline differences within the group 
such distinction is vaguely referred to within a number of studies (Deuchar et al. 2015; 
Patrick 1973). Drawing upon Vigil’s (1988) study of US Barrios gangs, Miller (2015) suggests 
YSGs are not so much gangs as opposed to loose peer groups centred upon aspects of street 
socialisation whereby local scheme identity becomes intertwined with group identity. This 
idea of the gang being bound to territorial surroundings is a recurring theme in 
contemporary Scottish gang literature (Deuchar 2013; Holligan and Deuchar 2009). 
Adopting a Bourdieuian approach to gang studies both Deuchar (2009), and Fraser (2013) 
similarly argue that youths involved in YSGs do so in order to acquire social capital and 
gain local status through tough masculinities (Lawson 2013). Often a by-product of 
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territorial violence is weapon carrying. McAra and McVie (2010) argue that such behaviour 
primarily occurs for reasons related to masculine status, yet Holligan et al. (2016) suggest 
fearful perceptions of knife carrying gangs, presented in the media and local narratives, to 
be self-perpetuating, whereby weapon carrying occurs primarily for self-defensive 
purposes. 
 
Yet the way in which the Scottish YSG is perceived has changed over time. Given that there 
remains little academic study of Scotland’s gangs prior to the Second World War, the author 
focus on literature relating to Glasgow gangs. This is because the city has a long and 
synonymous history of gangs that can be traced back to the infamous razor gangs of the 
1920s/30s (Davies 2007). Glasgow’s gangs were forged in sectarian division following mass 
immigration of Irish Catholics into industrialising Glasgow. Many migrant settlements ran 
adjacent to indigenous, and predominantly Protestant, communities. The resulting territorial 
conflicts were very much steeped in sectarian hatred (Davies 2013). Yet, while the gang was 
territorially based, it was also frequently engaged in OC. Bartie (2010, 2014) and Davies 
(1998, 2007) both draw attention to the fact that, in a society existing prior to advanced 
globalisation, Glasgow gangs regularly participated in crime-for-profit activities including 
racketeering, extortion, and jewellery heists. This is supported by a number of 
autobiographical accounts (Boyle 1977; Sillitoe 1956). However, while the razor gang is 
recognised as being both territorial and engaged in OC, contemporary YSGs are not. The 
author argues that, following the demise of the razor gang, contemporary youths 
undergoing street socialisation adopt the local intergenerational narratives passed on by 
older ex-gang members. These youths attempt to relive the glory days of the gang and 
likewise gain status. The glamorization of these somewhat fictional narratives concerning 
gang activities has led to the emphasising of certain assumed gang traits over others. 
Nowhere has this been more evident in the trait of territoriality (Kintra et al. 2008). Youths 
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lacking the developmental capacity to engage in OC emphasize those traits more accessible 
to them such as territoriality and violence.  
 
Assumed Gang History: Influencing Gang Studies 
The emphasizing of certain gang traits over others, i.e. territoriality over OC, has resulted in 
YSGs being both visible as well as self-labelling. Thus, despite retaining many identifiable 
features with SOCGs, academic research in Scotland has become overly focused upon the 
gang at its recreational beginning to the detriment of other gang typologies. So why has this 
occurred? While a full account of how YSGs have come to be overly fixated upon is beyond 
the scope of this paper (Mclean, Forthcoming), this can largely be attributed to two main 
factors. One is the conventional wisdom of gang research and the other is the issue of self-
labelling. Firstly, concerning the conventional wisdom of gang research the researcher is 
required to identify the gang per se. Given its popularity in providing a workable European 
relevant definition researchers often turn attention to Klein’s (2001) Eurogang definition 
which states the gang to be “any denotable adolescent group of youngsters who (a) are generally 
perceived as a distinct aggregation by others in their neighbourhood, (b) recognize themselves as a 
denotable group - almost invariably with a group name -, and (c) have been involved in a sufficient 
number of delinquent incidents to call forth a consistent negative response from neighbourhood 
residents and/or law enforcement agencies” (p. 428). By analysing this definition, we can see that 
the traits of youth, visibility, and self-labelling are emphasized as key components. Therefore, 
within a Scottish context, when researchers seek the gang, typically adhering to such 
definitions, they find it in YSGs as due to being youthful are also very visible, and likewise 
retain self-labelling properties.  
 
This brings us to the second point of self-labelling. Being labelled a gang only goes so far in 
identifying the gang; this is evident in the way a number of organisations have at times been 
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referred to as a gang or operating like a gang. This has included the police force, large 
cooperation’s, or even political groups, which have all at some stage been referred to as 
‘gangs’ (Hallsworth and Brotherton 2011; Hallsworth and Young 2008). Yet these terms have 
ultimately failed to adhere over time. This is primarily due to two reasons. Firstly, such 
groups have the power to reject labels and refute them publicly. Secondly, such groups do 
not wish to be coined ‘a gang’ as it has a negative effect on the organisation’s operations and 
therefore these groups do not self-label themselves as a gang (McHoul and Grace 2015). 
However, this is not the case with YSGs. They are both labelled, and wish to be labelled, as 
gangs. This self-labelling is primarily due to issues of street socialisation, local narratives, 
and status seeking (Fraser 2013; Miller 2015). Therefore, when researchers ask such visible 
youth groups if they are the local gang, retain gang affiliations, or associate with gang 
members, more often than not the reply is yes. This is evident also in the Edinburgh Youth 
Studies, which sought to identify the extent of gang membership amongst young 
adolescents in the city. Research findings identified that a significant amount of youths 
labelled themselves as gang members - or having gang affiliations - yet this number 
decreased significantly with age. Similarly, gang membership was intertwined with street 
socialisation and scheme identity (McAra and McVie 2010; Miller 2015). Arguably, these 
self-labelling properties are thought of as immature by mid to late adolescents and thus self-
labelling practices decline with age development. Thus, when combined with the fact that 
offenders engaged in OC typically a) wish their actions to primarily remain covert, b) no 
longer adhere to being visible, and c) are considered distinct from YSGs by official 
authorities, then those YSGs which evolve towards criminality often do so undetected. 
Rather, no affiliation between contemporary YSGs and OC is recognised in Scotland, either 







Following a review of the literature, a significant gap was identified in relation to the 
organising properties of Scotland’s YSGs. Primary data presented in this article was 
collected between 2013 and 2016 as part of a qualitative inquiry investigating the possibility 
that gang organisation serves as a means to gang business. Given that Glasgow, Scotland’s 
largest city, has a prevalent and historically embedded gang culture (Davies 2013; Deuchar 
2013; Miller 2015), in addition to disproportionately retaining the vast majority (70%) of 
Scotland’s OC, 65% of which is directly related to illegal drug supply, it proved the ideal 
location for conducting such a study. While a full scale gang revisiting has been underway 
in an Anglo-Welsh context over the past decade (Densley 2012; Pitts 2012), this has not been 
the case in Scotland. Instead, Scottish gang literature has become overly focused upon the 
recreational outfits of YSGs involved in territorial conflicts with similar outfits. Violence is 
almost random almost, and tends to be linked to issues of status. Although the VRU (2011) 
does not have a specific YSG definition, they are nonetheless described as young territorial 
outfits engaged in violence which at times involves weapon use, and in particular knife use. 
YSGs are ultimately considered distinct from OC. Instead OC is thought to be carried out by 
SOCGs. These are defined in the Scottish Government, 2015, report ‘Scotland Serious and 
Organised Crime Strategy’ (SSOCS) as follows: “a) involve more than one person, b) is organised, 
meaning that it involves control, planning and use of specialist resources, c) causes, or has the 
potential to cause, significant harm, and d) involves benefit to the individuals concerned, particularly 
financial gain” (Scottish Government 2015:6). In Scotland YSGs and OC are thought to share 
no correlation. In seeking to investigate the potential for gang organisation as a means for 




a) Participants must have experience of group offending 
b) Participants must have been involved in behaviour outlined by the 2015 SSOCS 
report as Serious and Organised Crime 
c) Participants must be over 16 years of age.  
 
To help access participants, street workers attached to key youth outreach projects in the 
West Coast of Scotland were used as initial gatekeepers. As a result of difficulties associated 
with accessing hard to reach populations, given participation in (re)offending, a snowball 
sampling technique via gatekeepers was used to access wider sample populations (Bhopal 
and Deuchar 2016). Becker (1963) suggests this is relevant where sampling frame is limited. 
Accordingly, street workers and interviewed participants were asked to recommend 
additional contacts who met the set criteria and would potentially consider participation in 
the research.  
 
In-depth interviews were conducted with participants (n=35) who met the criteria. All 
participants, with the exception of one, were male. All participants considered themselves 
indigenous, although not all were white. All considered themselves to have been raised in 
deprived working-class neighbourhoods situated within the greater Glasgow conurbation 
(Scottish Government 2012). Most participants came from re-ordered families (Roger 2008). 
Ages ranged from 16 – 27. These interviews enabled the researcher to gain insights into the 
way participants understood certain events or situations. Deploying open-ended interview 
techniques allows interviewees to convey, without restriction, their distinct subjective 
experience of their role within gang organisation as a means for gang business. Efforts were 
undertaken to keep interview questions as open as possible in order to allow the researcher 
be responsive to emerging data. Extracts chosen illustrate interviewees’ personal 
construction of reality through their own voices. Multiple interviews were scheduled 
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whenever possible, ranging between 1 to 5 interviews with each participant. Interviews 
lasted approximately 1 hour on average. Almost all interviews were conducted on a one-to-
one basis, although two interviews were group interviews (n=4 and 5). Data was 
triangulated whenever possible, typically with youth workers or other interviewees. Data 
was recorded via audio devices and then analysed thematically (Creswell 1998). Interview 
locations were chosen by participants and not the researcher in order to make the 
interviewees feel as relaxed and comfortable as possible, particularly given the nature of that 
being discussed i.e. participation in delinquency and OC. Due to the fact that participants 
were accessed via voluntary organisations and snowball sampling techniques Enhanced 
Disclosures were not required. Ethical approval was granted by the researcher’s home 
institution. Prior to interviews, an information sheet outlining relevant information was 
distributed, alongside a volunteer sheet that participants were required to sign. General 
research questions covered the following issues: has the participant ever been involved in 
gangs? How did the participants become involved in serious and organised crime? What 




The results emerging from the data analysis are represented thematically. The two 
overarching themes are: ‘Gang Organisation ‘and ‘Gang Business’. The selected extracts are 
taken from interview transcripts. Names are pseudonyms and are replaced with names of 
fictitious characters from Marvel Comics.    
 
Gang Organisation   
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Gang organisation refers to the ability of a gang to organise itself in response to external 
conditions (Densley 2012). These conditions come in a variety of forms. Yet this research 
focuses on several key conditions, namely external threats, maturity, and financial 
commitments. Klein (1971) argues that group solidarity and cohesion are often the natural 
response to external conditions which prove threatening. Quinn (2001) similarly suggests 
external tensions may serve to increase the likelihood that groups will engage in serious 
forms of criminality. This can result in loose recreational peer groups consolidating and 
being formed into hardened gangs (Hallsworth and Young 2006; Hagedorn 1988). In both 
the US and the UK, a key concern surrounding gang organisation and proliferation has been 
the tendency of gangs to become involved in more serious and organised forms of crime. 
This in turn may lead to greater levels of violence (Miller 2000). As previously stated within 
the article this process has been analysed considerably in an Anglo-Welsh context, but not so 
in Scotland, where the focus has been upon the gang in its recreational stage. The gang has 
not been examined beyond this stage; whereby the gang moves towards incorporating 
criminality as an integral group feature. While the YSGs is very much recreational in its 
purpose as members mature and enter their later adolescent years those core members form 
greater levels of solidarity while also disassociating with those of the outer layer whom 
often cease offending altogether. As core members consider criminality to be intrinsic to 
their own personal characteristics, this process sees core members gradually become 
disproportionately associated with likeminded criminals who advocate criminal practice as 
acceptable behaviour (Sutherland 1947). Former YSG core member Cyclopes describes this 
process; 
 
‘Get older and just drift away from most people (the outer layer) you use to hang about with 
don’t you. Different people, suppose. Most of my old mates pure got jobs and that after 
leaving school…. [I] still hung around with my best mate, me and [name censored], we 
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always hung about. We are kind of like each other you know, like the same things and that. 
Always pure have. Always got into trouble together (laughs)…. ended up working together 
(selling drugs) aye…. [Even] got the jail together. Can pure trust him’ – Cyclopes 
 
Having been core members of a local YSG, Cyclopes and his friend gradually relegated 
friendships with those of the outer layer to a secondary position. This process led Cyclopes 
and his friend to form a greater sense of cohesion based upon shared criminal identity. This 
process was further aided by natural maturity, as well as the perceived threats from external 
sources as Cyclopes elaborates upon; 
 
‘I only hang about way him (Cyclopes friend). Got pure closer you know. You go through 
things and [it] bonds you, aye. Pure makes you like closer, if that makes sense? No gay like, 
but like pure good mates…. police and that [rival gang] were pure after us as well, after we 
had got into a bit of trouble. [censored name] ended up just living way me (laughs). 
Basically.’ – Cyclopes 
 
As illustrated in Cyclopes statement, the presence of an external threat brought a close 
friendship even closer as gang members bound together for protection, perhaps also by a 
sense of only being able to trust one another. Being older and having access to their own 
economic capital and living accommodation also allowed this process to occur. This is often 
something lacking in YSGs whom have neither their own economic capital nor their own 
accommodation and therefore cannot break with parental authorities (Hazani 1986). Due to 
their age most are restricted from such resources and rely solely on parental figures for both 
income and accommodation. Decker and Van Winkle (1996) also draw attention to the fact 
that many gang members are too young to successfully engage in OC. It is only with 
maturity that gang members are able to gain access to the required resources necessary for 
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both independence and participation in OC. Hagedorn (1994) also points out that even when 
youths whom consider their own identity to be intrinsically criminal do engage in crime-for-
profit activities more often than not such behaviour is self-motivated and independent of 
group processes. Like Cyclopes, Beast also outlines a process which saw both himself and 
close friends move away from the recreational YSG and incorporate criminality into group 
identity. Yet, reflecting upon this procedure, Beast recognises that during his time spent in 
the YSG he was too young to successfully engage in OC even when making efforts to do so.   
 
When you’re in school [we] use hang about in big numbers…. always ends up in fights [with 
rival YSGs] …. You get older the groups get [smaller]…. You think you’re like the big man 
when your wee (young) but you aren’t. [you are] just a daft wee boy. I didn’t start dealing 
proper till I was older. I tried when I was 14 or something. Maybe 15, don’t know. Can’t 
remember. Was pure young but. Pure too stupid to do it. Taking swedgers (Ecstasy tablets) 
and falling about the streets. Giving them away, to mates, giving them for fuck all. No joke 
bud, think you lose more than you make [at that age]’ – (Beast) 
 
Beast recognised that with age comes a more refined mental capacity capable of engaging in 
OC. At a younger age Beast lacked the self-control necessary to sell illegal commodities at a 
profit. Yet with age Beast was able to participate in this type of behaviour much more 
effectively. The study found that growing older regularly resulted in the vast majority of 
YSG members desisting from crime and delinquency. This is primarily attributed to their 
engagement in the adult world of work, parenthood, and other financial commitments. 
However, typically those members who did desist from crime, through the natural ageing 
process, belonged to the YSG outer layer. While core members were also presented with 
these same pressures of adulthood, crime was perceived as a mechanism for resolving such 
commitments. Adulthood might have brought with it more responsibilities and 
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commitments, but likewise adulthood also provided greater opportunity to engage in crime-
for-profit activities. Crime was essentially seen as a potential occupation in itself. Being 
predisposition towards crime meant that participation in crime was often driven by a 
substantial degree of rationality, albeit often in circumstances with limited choice 
(Lindegaard and Jacques 2014).  
 
Wolverine typifies the core member. At a young age Wolverine sought local status through 
participation in territorial violence, however this same participation ultimately led to him 
acquiring a criminal record. He has since struggled to gain legitimate employment. 
Nonetheless Wolverine is by no means exempt from the pressures of living in a consumer 
society which demands his participation, even though he is assigned to the economic 
scrapheap. Wolverine details how this process saw him render himself forever a criminal 
and use former YSG connections to participate in gang business;  
 
‘I didn’t have an education and couldn’t get a job, my record was too bad. A had no choice but 
to try and sell. You only want what everyone else does don’t you! Be comfortable and provide 
your kids way the stuff you didn’t have’ – Wolverine 
 
Wolverine’s behaviour as a youth limited his options as he grew older. When he reached 
adulthood and wished to engage in the legitimate employment of his choice he was unable 
to do so. Met with such strain, Wolverine quickly conclude that he had ‘no choice’ but to 
engage in criminal coping strategies (Agnew 2013). Like other participants in the study, 
Wolverine organised core members of the local YSG in order to engage in gang business, i.e. 
typically drug dealing. The gang effectively evolved in many respects and ceased to be a 
recreational outfit and instead progressed towards criminality. As a consequence, these core 
members had to effectively resign YSG membership. This is because YSG involvement is 
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centred around issues of territoriality. However, successful drug supply requires a fluid 
market space, transcending territorial boundaries.  Effectively these former YSG members 
resigned YSG membership and instead evolved into small groups which, while formed 
primarily for social purposes, nonetheless centre social relationships upon criminality and 
shared criminal identity (Mares 1999). At the criminal stage the gang holds criminality to be 
intrinsic to group identity and group activity.  
 
Gang Business   
As gangs organise they typically do so in response to external threats or pressures (Klein 
1971). Effectively the gang becomes a way for members to relieve such pressures or reduce 
threat levels. Consequently, as YSG members age and become more developmentally and 
physically mature, they are also able to partake more successfully in criminal ventures. In its 
recreational stage the YSG comprises mainly of youths in their early to mid-adolescent 
years, and this has an impact upon gang ability to conduct gang business effectively (Decker 
and Van Winkle 1996; Hagedorn 1994). As the majority of YSG members drift in and out of 
gang affiliation, YSGs essentially lack the unified group identity, adhering to intrinsic 
criminality, required for particularly organised gang behaviour (De Motte 1984). In addition, 
those YSG members that do retain criminality as intrinsic to their own identity lack the 
physical and mental stature required for successfully disposing of, or challenging, existing 
adult groups involved in OC. Yet as YSG members age, and solidify around those smaller 
numbers of individuals whom share an intrinsic sense of criminality, they are also able to 
organise gang behaviour more effectively (Densley 2012). Coupled with the natural ageing 
process, other factors such as financial commitments and external threats - in the form of 
intervention agencies, police, or other gangs - sees members further solidify and tap into 
criminal networks in order to engage the gang in criminal business as a way to relieve strain 
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(Agnew 2013). Fader (2016) describes how criminal networks are typically accessed via 
criminal familial relationships or extended networks of kinship. This is primarily due to 
issues of trust. Gang business was found to primarily take the form of drug dealing as 
emphasized by Gambit; 
 
‘loads a people do it (sell drugs). You need to now. No jobs, you know what am saying pal? 
Like, it’s not like the old days when you could just go out and get a jobs. Employers are 
always wanting to see qualifications now aren’t they? Most guys I know don’t have that 
(qualifications). What else am I meant to do? No like I’ve much choice you know; you need to 
money to buy stuff…. [and] it’s all pure expensive now.’ – Gambit 
 
As with Wolverine, feelings of being left behind in an advanced capitalist society which on 
the one hand demands participation in consumer society yet on the other hand 
simultaneously fails to provide steady and reliable means for legitimately doing so, saw 
former YSG member Gambit turn to selling drugs with two of his closest friends (also 
former YSG members). Ultimately, having once retained membership in a local YSG has 
enabled Gambit to engage in consumer society through criminal venture by organising the 
gang around other members who also deem criminality to be intrinsic to their own identity. 
Yet what does such criminal behaviour actually look like upon closer inspection? In order to 
analyse gang business in greater detail the author draws upon Coope and Bland’s (2004) 
hierarchical three tier model of Scotland’s illegal drug market. This model is a three tier 
pyramid structure consisting of international, middle, and retail-level dealerships. However, 
as McPhee (2013) notes, lines of business between levels and specific roles within each level 
are anything but clear. While the author failed to access those operating the hierarchy apex 
at international level, participants considering themselves to occupy the middle and retail-




‘Not everyone can import stuff…. I’ve only met them bringing the stuff in, but they won’t be 
the actual guys arranging the smuggling [from outside the UK]. They are like representatives 
[in the UK], obviously working for [traffickers outside the UK]. Probably [extended] family or 
something…. They (the importers) sell large to a few guys who [then] move it on to people 
who sell it in smaller bulks or [initial UK buyers even sell small amounts over a considerable 
duration] …. not everyone [of the initial UK buyers] would buy the same amount…. 
depends.’ (Sabretooth) 
 
Although Sabretooth’s claims concur with Coope and Bland’s (2004) pyramid model, market 
levels are perhaps substantially more fluid and less clearly defined and occasionally 
incorporating various sub-levels of supply between those three identified tiers. Arguably, 
the market demonstrates tremendous flexibility to adjust accordingly upon those dependant 
circumstances. Sabretooth suggests market levels may overlap and are by no means fixed or 
static. The precise level of supply in which gangs engage in seems to vary significantly and 
will often depend upon group experience. As the gang evolves towards the criminal stage it 
may initially dabble in primarily retail-level drug supply, yet as they gang grows more 
confident and establishes more criminal contacts, the amount of drugs supplied will also 
increase. Magneto details this process; 
 
‘You work with your pals…. [you] can trust them to do business way. You can’t just 
[initially] start of like big time gangsters (laughs). Really start by selling weed, aye. Well we 
did, aye. Me and [censored name]. Sold weed to wee guys first. Done a few grows, you know, 
a few pots in the cupboard. That stuff. It is not really that hi-tech to be honest mate…. [as the 
gang progresses in experience] you’d chip in a couple a G[rand] to buy big (now purchasing 
cocaine). Cut and sell in [smaller] packages…. doesn’t happen like every other day or nothing. 
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Sometimes this kind of thing comes in, other times it doesn’t…. that’s when you end up 
selling to people you know, say wee grams here and there, shit like that fella.’ (Magneto) 
 
Magneto draws attention to the ways in which, alongside trusted friends, he initially sold 
class C drugs to local youths. However, as the gang continued to evolve and thus grow in 
confidence, experience, and reputation, the gang gradually engaged in a greater degree of 
criminality. Eventually the gang was successful enough to purchase large quantities of class 
A drugs for resale. By organising the gang and drawing upon combined resources, members 
were able to conduct successful gang business. In addition, Magneto illustrates how drug 
dealing had, in effect, become intrinsic to group identity as they strategically negotiated 
various levels of the illegal drugs market. McPhee (2013) similarly found that social supply 
dealers often progressed towards greater involvement in drug distortion with time and 
experience. Storm outlines how his gang also became more involved in drug distribution; 
 
‘Started selling about fifteen. Initially Eccie’s (Ecstasy tablets) because we use to take them…. 
It wasn’t really planned at first. My pal knew a guy who done pure good gear (cocaine) man 
so got some and a few of us just sold it for this guy, who was a so-called gangster, supposedly, 
he was an older cunt. We got a cut for mostly selling to other people we hung about way at 
the shops…. after a while, we thought fuck it cut him out. He’s not doing the work…. went 
right to [the source] …. if you don’t want cut out, don’t tell who your source is’ – (Storm) 
 
Storm and his gang were able to organise more effectively as they gained greater access to 
the drugs market. Ultimately gang organisation and gang business can only progress in 
conjunction with one another. Furthermore, as Storm points out, there is significant lack of 
trust within the criminal underworld where disputes cannot be settled by third party law. It 
would seem that, combined with the ability to draw together resources, the lack of 
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trustworthiness influences criminals to work together in groups. Yet these groups also 
satisfy a social need also whereby members can share experiences and retain friendships 
while still generating income. The participants rarely, if at all, referred to fellow gang 
members as partners but rather as friends. This is an aspect all too often overlooked within 




The revisiting of the British gang has sought to establish whether or not UK gangs are 
organising, becoming increasingly criminal, and proliferating across the country. There has 
been growing support to suggest that this may be the case within an Anglo-Welsh context. 
However, as previously mentioned, in Scotland the gang revisiting has failed to progress 
beyond those groups situated within the recreational stage of development, i.e. the YSG.  
Yet this article has presented qualitative evidence that YSGs in Scotland do not only possess 
the potential and capability to evolve but are making conscious efforts to do so. The findings 
relating to gang organisation demonstrate that Scotland’s YSGs typically organise in 
response to naturally developing maturity and the presence of external threats or pressures. 
However, the ability to organise effectively can only occur in conjunction with those 
activities which are tailor made for the gang. In Scotland, as in the US, this usually means 
illegal drug distribution. Gangs have only been able to organise effectively because illegal 
drugs have become more readily available and drug markets accessible. Alonso (2004) 
describes how, with the rise of globalisation, the free market, and improved transport, the 
gang has proved the perfect outlet for drug distribution for transnational drug smugglers. 
Scotland has by no means been exempt from those complex processes apropos globalisation 
which have seen illegal commodities and methods of distribution become ever more readily 
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accessible. While, in previous decades, access to such criminal networks required pre-
existing connections, in the contemporary era this is not the case. The age of technology has 
rendered such requirements largely obsolete. The gang can now control its own destiny and 
actively seek to engage in such criminal ventures without much prior knowledge of the 
illegal market. The participants in the study draw attention to the fact that legitimate 
participation in consumer society was unobtainable for them. Yet drug distribution allows 
those at the bottom of the economic scrapheap, as most participants resided within 
Scotland’s most deprived areas, to actively re-engage in society once more. This process is 
one which may well intensify with continued welfare retrenchment and benefit cuts.  
 
However, a deeper consequence of the gang revisiting may well be the political knee jerk 
reaction it has caused (Hallsworth and Brotherton 2011). As Klein (1971) suggest, such 
unwarranted attention may actually serve to bring about gang cohesion. Creating a gang 
model from which law enforcement can work, Hallsworth and Young (2006) build upon 
Klein’s concepts and point out that properly identifying the gang will help those who seek 
to intervene to do so effectively without proving to be counterproductive. Furthermore, the 
scholars also highlight the problem in not being tough enough on those groups which are 
involved in OC. If such groups are approached in a laissez-faire manner, then not only will 
the group remain firmly intact but gang behaviour will remain undeterred. In Scotland, the 
lack of identified gang typologies has led to a) YSGs continuing to remain prevalent 
throughout Scotland’s most deprived communities, and b) the criminalisation of those 
youths that are on the fringes of OC. Classifying such individuals as belonging to OC 
networks only serves to label and further embed criminal identity. Thus this article does not 
only seek to identify the existence of gangs organising for gang business in Scotland but to 
also prove a model on which future research can built given that the gang in its recreational 




Having revised the data and outlined those process which have enabled Scotland YSGs 
greater potential to evolve, the author now attempts to bridge the existing gap in literature 
that failed to establish relationships between YSGs and OC, by presenting an evolving gang 
model as applicable in a Scottish context (See Figure 1). The model emphasizes that gangs 
exist on an evolving continuum as opposed to an either-or status. Bolden (2012) also points 
out that levels of gang involvement are in reality fluid and often a far cry from the simplistic 
member/non-member models with which we are regularly presented with by law 
enforcement. The presented model outlines how YSGs are predominantly recreational 
outfits whereby youths that share local history, proximity, and existing friendships associate 
in loose peer groups. While the YSG is at times delinquent it is nonetheless far from being 
inherently criminal. Cobbina et al. (2010) also highlight this point and suggest that 
delinquency and even violence carried out by male and female urban youth groups alike 
typically revolves around issues of status achievement and recreation as opposed to outright 
criminality. In the recreational stage the gang retains the potential to evolve towards 
criminality. The author coins the gang at the criminal stage Young Crime Gangs (YCG) in an 
effort to capture both their ongoing physical and mental development and also the nature of 
group identity. Typically, YCGs are compromised predominantly of those core members 
who participated in the vast majority of YSGs criminal activity (Deuchar et al. 2015). These 
members will break away from the larger and more fluid YSG and instead begin to solidify 
and become more cohesive. This process occurs in response to both natural maturities 
associated with the ageing process and the introduction of external threats or pressures. As 
criminality is intrinsic to such individuals own personality, it consequently becomes an 
integral feature of wider YCG identity. This procedure is aided by disproportionate 
delinquent association (De Coster and Heimer 2001). Due to the fact that criminality, as 
opposed to general delinquency, is central to YCG behaviour, the gang makes a crucial 
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break here from YSGs. In attempting to engage in OC YCGs are no longer territorial in 
nature.  
 
Kintra et al (2008) points out that in Scotland, and particularly in Glasgow, territorial 
boundaries can be as little as a few streets. Thus if YCGs retained territoriality as integral to 
gang characteristics then the range they have over potential customers may prove 
inadequate for significant financial profits. However, while YCGs engage in OC, or crime 
that is organised, gang existence is primarily for social purposes (Mares 1999). The gang’s 
criminal activities are a consequence, or by-product, of group existence. Ultimately gang 
activities are hybrid in nature and lie between the social and economic factors. Yet, as YCGs 
continue to engage successfully in increasingly serious and OC, eventually the purpose for 
group existence undergoes a drastic change. As members become adults and financial gains 
increase then the purpose for group existence becomes one of purely business. Membership 
may expand at this stage to incorporate wider criminal partnerships. At this stage the YCG 
has effectively become a SOCG and thus enters into the syndicate stage of the provided 
model. El Sayed et al. (2016) point out that persistent adult offending is typically a 
sequential process following on from prior offending patterns in late adolescence. Repeat 
and continued offending is very much a progression. Yet it is important to note that not all 
YSGs will evolve into YCGs. Nor is it a given that YCGs will evolve into SOCGs. Rather, 
gang evolution is a potential and requires not only the right blend of individuals being 
brought together but also the right conditions. Furthermore, YCG duration is more often 
than not short lived given that members are still gaining those criminal skills necessary for 
successful engagement in OC. Therefore, members will often fail to carry out such criminal 
ventures successfully. This can lead to not only apprehension by law enforcement but also 
being put out of business by more evolved gangs. Essentially YCGs face multiple obstacles 
including those from within the gang itself. YCG members typically retain a sense of 
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omnipotence and hyper-masculinity (Hallsworth and Young 2004). Pride and hyper-
masculine identity can also lead to YCG members becoming involved in other criminal 
activities which are counterproductive to OC, such as violence, intoxication, or taking 
increasing risks with drug supply and distribution. These factors can prove detrimental to 
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Figure 1; 
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Recreational 
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Criminal 
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